MOBILE DESIGN
WHITEPAPER
JUST HAVING A MOBILE
SITE IS NOT ENOUGH
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INTRODUCTION
Consumers are increasingly turning to their mobile when interacting with a product or
service. This interaction is often their first experience with that service which can leave a
lasting impression. Whether it’s in the discovery stage or purchasing online, it’s never been
more important for businesses to have an effective mobile experience. Consumers don’t just
want a usable mobile site, they expect it.
The rise in usage and reliance on mobile sites to deliver relevant and goal-orientated content
has never been more evident than in the past few years, where we are now seeing the
tipping point between desktop vs. mobile engagement. Despite this, I’m continually
conducting research on mobile sites that are not up to the standards expected from users in
the current market.
The shift in mobile consumption illustrates the importance of not just a usable site, but an
effective and engaging one. Here we will look at some considerations for improving that
experience through a more holistic lens and not just at the interface level.
Following these considerations are mobile site design principles I’ve collated from extensive
user research and testing. They are a culmination of recommendations I’m consistently
advocating for when it comes to effective mobile site design.
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THE RISE OF MOBILE

AUSTRALIA USAGE MARCH 2015
MOBILE INTERNET USERS
AS PERCENTAGE OF
POPULATION

ACTIVE MOBILE
SOCIAL USERS

In the U.S., millennials (GenY) are one of the largest population segments totalling about
77 million, on par with Baby Boomers. And these young consumers are the largest
segment of smartphone owners. In the second-quarter 2014, 85% of Millennials aged
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PERCENTAGE OF
POPULATION WHO USED A
MOBILE PHONE TO
RESEARCH A PRODUCT TO
BUY LAST MONTH - UP 20%

SINCE JAN 2014 – MAR 2015

15%	
  

18-24 own devices and 86% aged 25-34 own them, an increase from 77% and 80%,
respectively, in second-quarter 2013. (source: Nielsen)
Similar trends have been seen in Australia, particularly over the last 3 years with mobile
penetration, researching and purchasing rising steadily each year. Google’s Consumer
Barometer, a global survey, shows over 82% of Australians under the age of 54 use a
smartphone and are amongst the top 10 countries in the world for smartphone adoption.
The tipping point has well and truly passed.

GROWTH IN THE NUMBER
OF ACTIVE MOBILE SOCIAL
USERS – UP 15%

Designers, marketers and developers alike must gain a deeper understanding how people
are using a mobile site. Yes, analytics will tell one side of the story and give teams
something solid, but coupling this with insights generated from research with real users
will ultimately be better for the customer and the business.
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AVERAGE DAILY USE OF
THE INTERNET VIA MOBILE
PHONE
(MOBILE INTERNET USERS)
Source: We are social
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DESIGNING FOR MOMENTS
Users interact with organisations through many channels and touchpoints, with mobile
increasingly becoming the first interaction.
In order to deliver usable and effective mobile experiences teams must understand the
common tasks and use cases, or ‘moments’ in the journey when a mobile might be used
or required. Understanding the context of use, you can provide people with context
specific content. A mobile site that delivers contextual (important) actions based on where
you are and what you’re doing is far more effective for example; checking in at an airport
or checking an account balance when online banking. In the example of the airport,
particular content such as checking in content, boarding pass details, flight numbers
should be front and center on the screen and easily located.
If it’s important it should be visible.
Conducting research and talking to actual users will help discover when, where, why and
how a mobile site is being used. This will assist in generating insights and help teams
identify key moments and customer needs at specific points in time. Designing for these
moments is critical to delivering a successful site, and can be the key differentiator in a
competitive landscape.
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CONTEXT OF USE
Tim Cook – Apple CEO once said “The idea of being creative is caring
enough about something until you find the simplest way of doing it”. The
same can be said for building a mobile experience from a desktopcentric website. Uncovering the simplest way for users to achieve a task
sounds easy enough, but it requires the right research and can often
mean hard conversations between product teams, designers,
researchers and stakeholders alike.
Simplification doesn’t necessarily mean removing content for the sake of
it, but identifying when content is most relevant and at what times.

This doesn’t all need to be done at once. Take small steps in the
transition to a mobile site if required. Design for core mobile tasks,
measure and test performance and illicit feedback from customers which
can be implemented in future design iterations. Small steps allow teams
to lock down specific elements such as navigation and interactions in the
design, and build on that foundation.
Always consider early testing with real users. It’s been well documented
the process of continual iteration and testing will not only result in an end
product that enables consumers to complete their tasks, but make it
surprisingly easy to do so.

Dealing with smaller screen sizes is a great forcing function as it forces
design teams into thinking about how best to display primary and
secondary elements and give the users what they want, when they want
it.
Placing a whole desktop website into a single icon (hamburger) and
thinking you’re done is not enough. Consideration needs to taken into
what users need on mobile and what their behaviors and motivations
are. Arming yourself with this information will lead to more informed
design decisions and a better experience for consumers. Users expect
to be able to navigate and complete a desired task using multiple
devices, and they want the experience to incorporate helpful and usable
context-specific elements.
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BRAND ECOSYSTEM
Brand ecosystem, as with nature is where all system components work

Careful consideration should also be given to the capabilities and

in conjunction and interact as a complete system. If a product or service

limitations of particular devices. The interactions available between

has inconsistent experiences across platforms it can dramatically affect

desktop and mobile are different, and as such the design should reflect

the experience a user has with that product. When design has been

this.

approached holistically applying human-centric methodologies the
ecosystem will provide users with a more seamless, inclusive and

An example is forms on mobile forcing users to pinch and zoom, and

familiar experience across integrated systems.

not providing appropriate keypads for input methods such as phone
numbers and email addresses. This may seem like a small issue, but

When providing a service across multiple connected devices it’s crucial

when something such as this is one of many pain points, it makes what

to have consistency in content, flow, features and overall look and feel.

should be a simple task difficult.

Various input methods such as voice or camera might be integrated to
the mobile design to help facilitate various use cases on mobile, but the

Customers don’t always need to be ‘delighted’ or have ‘Ah ha’ moments.

interface design and system functions should always be familiar to

Instead design for moments where a system works as expected, where

users.

users don’t need to learn how to use new interactions or struggle when
switching from desktop to mobile to finish an incomplete task.

More people are using multiple devices to interact with organisations.

Sometimes boundaries need to be pushed and existing research

They expect to be able to interact anytime, anywhere and on any device

methods changed to generate new insights or different ways of framing

with a seamless experience. Understanding the role different devices

a problem, but this shift in looking at micro and macro problems for

play and what people are doing with a product enables the right content

users can have a significant overall impact on the experience.

to be delivered at the right time. A device agnostic brand ecosystem
ensures a service will be consistent and expected for users.
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MEASURE AND PIVOT
The important thing for any size company is the ability to

The recent shift in focus to mobile is even more evident with a

continually learn and adapt before and after the release of a

recent Google statement.

product. A continual process of testing, learning, iterating can
help ensure products stay current and provide consumers with a
service that’s relevant and useful.
The context in which users interact with a service is going to
change as well as the users themselves. Continual assessment

Google, which dominates online search, has recently launched
an algorithm that favours sites that are mobile friendly. Sites that
have a bad mobile experience could find themselves ranked
much lower, impacting business, traffic and ultimately revenue.
Google stated:

with a customer-centric approach means the product can
change and adapt with users.
This test and iterate process should not only be limited to
released products but included throughout all design and
development processes. This is easy enough to say and there’s

“Starting April 21, we will be expanding our use of mobilefriendliness as a ranking signal. This change will affect mobile
searches in all languages worldwide and will have a significant
impact in our search results. Consequently, users will find it
easier to get relevant, high quality search results that are
optimized for their devices”.

no doubt it can be particularly hard for large-scale organisations
where legacy processes and methodologies have been in place
for years. However, continual validation of design and
development with end users will assist product direction and

With Google holding over 60% market share of internet search,
it’s a clear indication of the importance in having an optimised
mobile site.

provide maximum value-add for users.
The current rate of change in the mobile space doesn’t look like
slowing any time soon, which means more diverse user groups,
more mobile users and more changes to adapt and design for.
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MOBILE PRINCIPLES
While the technology and device landscape continue to evolve at
record pace, the principles of good mobile site design are a
constant that will continue to support the technological
advancements.
The following principles are a product of hundreds of interviews,
usability studies, and hours of observation of consumer
behaviour across financial, insurance, telecommunication,
websites, apps and more. We’ll cover critical components and

considerations for search, layout and navigation, forms,
product and purchasing and microinteractions.
There may be some people that have heard about similar
principles, however, listed here are usability and mobile
behaviour guidelines I find myself continually educating clients
on. Customers expectations are continually increasing; it’s
time to provide a product that matches those expectations.

SEARCH
Search reduces the effort required by users to find relevant
information quickly. This section provides tips for optimising
mobile search capability.

MAKE SEARCH VISIBLE
Ensure the feature is prominent upon landing on the homepage. Use an
open search bar, inline labelling and an icon to increase visibility. If search is
a crucial part of consumer behaviour on your site e.g. clothing or products
the search feature should be front and center.

OPTIMISE SEARCH RESULTS
Help users with search queries by implementing auto-complete functionality.
Spelling mistakes are commonplace when using mobile so provide as much
assistance as possible. Also, ensure a sufficient number of results are
displayed on each page, negating the need for users having to click through
pages and pages of results. If no results are available based on search
criteria, provide an alternative e.g. “did you mean ….”
ENABLE EASY FILTERING OF RESULTS
Users should be able to easily filter and sort products to narrow their search.
Place prominent, high contrast buttons at the top of search results helping
users locate relevant results efficiently.	
  

Top: Chrono24 mobile site
Right: Etsy mobile site

LAYOUT & NAVIGATION
The layout should provide direction to users letting them know how and where to
access content relevant to their task. Core site features and navigation should be
clearly visible. There is a small window of time to do this or the risk of
abandonment increases.

PROMINENT CALLS TO ACTION
Ensure primary call-to-action buttons are prominent on the page and in
contrast to surrounding content. A primary call-to-action generally gets users
closer to their goal so don’t make them have to dig to find it.

KEEP CONTENT SUCCINCT
Users generally have limited time and patience when using a mobile site. Try
to minimise what’s visible on-screen and consider a progressive disclosure
approach when dealing with content heavy pages. Users are generally happy
to scroll further down an optimised page if they know the content is relevant to
their current goal.

LET THE CONTENT BREATHE
Negative space, or white space increases legibility of text and helps users
process content on smaller screens. Structuring content into appropriate
groups, also known as ‘content chunking’ will help users find what they are
looking for without bombarding them with irrelevant information.
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Top: Delta mobile site
Right: Airbnb mobile site
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LAYOUT & NAVIGATION

cont.

VISIBLE CONTACT DETAILS
Make sure contact information is easy to find and consider providing multiple
methods of communication. If a call center is a service offering, let users know
the available hours to call and include after hours information. If a form must
be filled out asking for a call-back, ensure users know when the call will be
made and by whom. Additionally, enable users to select the preferred call back
time that suits them, rather than when suits the business.

OPTIMISE PAGE LOAD TIMES
The speed at which a page loads can have a profound affect on the
experience of navigating on mobile. I’ve observed a number of pain points
from participants ranging from thinking a site is broken, accidently clicking the
wrong button or worse assuming there is a problem with their own internet
connection. Desktop images that are not optimised for mobile viewing can load
slowly and lag on smaller devices. Delivering device appropriate re-scaled
versions of images will help with load times, navigation and general browsing
of the site.

Top: Iconic mobile site
Right: St George mobile site
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FORMS
Form design can make or break a mobile site experience, and is often
the crux of a user abandoning a site. If data does need to be captured
using form fields, reduce required inputs to a minimum and only ask
for required information.

SUPPORT INPUT TYPES
Filling out a form is hard enough on mobile so provide users with
appropriate keypad input types such as an alphanumerical keypad when
entering a phone number. Don’t force the user to deselect and reselect
individual fields. This is a sure way to frustrate the best of power users.

INLINE VALIDATION
Include inline validation and informative error messaging. If an error does
occur when filling out a form, ensure users know what and where the error
is with clear, descriptive error messaging. Inline validation provides users
with live feedback so errors can be corrected as they occur.

DISPLAY PROGRESS
Visible, persistent indicators ensure users know the status of their form
progression. When embarking on a long form with multiple pages, set
expectations for users by providing estimated completion times and let them
know what documentation will be required throughout the form so they can
be adequately prepared. Try breaking the form into sections or pages so the
user isn't overwhelmed with a long page of fields on page load.
Left: Airbnb mobile site
Top Home Depot mobile site
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PRODUCTS & PURCHASING
Mobile sites should provide consumers with product information that is detailed and
optimised for smaller devices, enabling users to get the look and feel of products before
purchase like they would with an in-store experience. Throughout any purchase process,
always ensure security and encryption information is prominent.

MAKE IT EASY TO VIEW PRODUCTS

ENABLE CONTINUATION OF TASKS

Ensure products can be viewed without needing to pinch and zoom.
Provide the option to view multiple angles and enlarge images as required.
Important product information should be front and center with the option to
view more details if required.

Ensure unfinished tasks can be completed across devices in a consistent
and seamless manner. Common behavior is to use mobile devices in the
research phase e.g. creating a wish list or adding items to the cart, with the
actual purchase being completed on desktop.

EARN THE USERS ACCOUNT, DON’T FORCE IT
A common behavior for customers when purchasing online with a company
for the first time is to experience the end-to-end process, from the online
experience to delivery of their products before committing to account
creation. Enable users to checkout and purchase without creating an
account and the service should sell itself, often resulting in account
acquisition for future purchases.

MAKE SECURITY ENCRYPTION VISIBLE
A constant barrier for users is the visibility of security details when
purchasing online, particularly first time buyers. Make sure encryption and
security details are prominent throughout the checkout process. This helps
build trust in making online purchases.
Left: Skinny ties mobile site
Right: Home depot mobile site
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MICROINTERACTIONS
MATTER
Microinteractions are single use-case features that do one thing only. Every time
you change a setting, turn an appliance on, set an alarm, favourite or “like”
something, you are engaging with a microinteraction. When designed with user
needs and goals in mind and focusing on interactions at a micro level, moments
users have with a product can begin to delight, perform helpful actions or simply
work just as expected.
Microinteractions are often an afterthought in the design of a product and as a
result impact the overall experience. Think of the last time you used an app or
website and a task was surprisingly simple or the system anticipated an interaction
and acted accordingly. It’s likely this was a result of one or a multitude of
microinteractions. It’s often the smallest that are the difference between a simple,
happy experience and a confusing painful one.
If executed correctly, microinteractions can help users by breaking down the wall of
unknown between user and system.
Famous American designer Charles Eames once said “The details are not the
details. They make the design”. From furniture to a mobile site the same philosophy
can be applied. Identify the interactions a customer has with your brand and design
for these moments.
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Wunderlist mobile app call to
action microinteraction.
Top: Step 1 – add item
Right: Step 2 - button change
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CONCLUSION
The goal of this paper is to provide insight into what makes an effective,
usable, useful mobile experience and why it’s critical to any business. First
experiences leave a lasting impression, and increasingly for websites this is
through mobile.
There’s a variety of activities that can go into providing an optimal mobile site
depending on budgets, scope and product deadlines. Be sure to include real
users into the product development lifecycle as early and often as possible.
Focus on understanding your customers and how they're interacting and
behaving across devices with your brand. Use empathy and research
insights to support design decisions that create meaningful value. Your
customers will thank you for it.
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